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Abstract. Mod-classes are those subclasses oT P*““j where the deterministic polynomial time 
computation consists only of checking whether the oracle answer for the input lies in a certain 
residue clacs module a fixed natural number k. For the so defined classes MOD,, P we prove that 
MOD, P= MOD,,, F if k and m have the San-e prime divisors and as a consequence of this 
MODA P is closed under union for all k. 
The class OP which was defined in [3] as a restricted version of P*” consists of 
ihe sets that can be accepted by polynomial time nondeterministic Turing machines 
when the mode of acceptance is “number of accepting paths is odd” ir?ste.rrf of 
“there is at least one accepting path”. The generalization to ‘ number N’ :Gice+~lg 
paths is not divisible by k” results in the classas UUD, P for every k 2 Z These 
classes have been considered in [&I], who prove6 that fur any prime k and any rlyl 
non d-. isible by k there is an oracle A such that MOD,,, Pfi g MoDI, P”. In Section 
2, hoivevea, we prove that MC)D;,, Pr MOD, P if all prime factors dividing m also 
divide k. The case where k is not the power of a prime and !ti has a prime factor 
not Dividing k remains open. 
2. r”tiain results 
We assume a fixed alphabet C and by N we denote the set of all nonnsgative 
integers. 
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For prime numbers k it is easy to show that MODI, P is closed under union [2, 
Theorerr 23(%)3. We will also need the following result from 12, Tkieorem 301. 
~~~e~~~~ 2.3 (Beige1 and Gill [2]). If k is a prime number and N 3 i thpn MO& P = 
MODp P. 
‘-‘he folloGng lemma leads us to our main results. 
Let k and m be integers with gcdi k, m j = 1. Then L is in MO&,,., P if 
and only if there exist languages L: in MODk P and Lz in MOD,,, P such that 
L=L,uL,. 
Proof. (i) Let i. be in MODI,,,, P via f~ #Pp. We define L, and t2 by 
XE L, c-) f(x)fOmod k, XE L2 +B f(x)f:Omodm. 
Then 
XE L,uL, - f(x)$Omodkm - XE L 
and by construction L1 E MODk P, L2 E MOD,, P. 
(ii) Let L, be in MODk P via f E: #P and & be in MO at PvisgE#P. Wedefine 
h(x) := m *f(x) + k * g(x). So h E #P, because #P is closed under addition and 
muitiplication [2, Theorem 31. Now we have 
and 
m*f(x)+k*g(x)=OirrGdkm s==- m.~.f!x!+k*g(x)rOmodk 
3 m *.f(x)=Omod k 
* .f(xj=Omod k 
* xddL, 
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For k 2 2 we define r(k) := &IL., prime P 
Now we are ready to state our main results. 
MOD,, P= MOD,,,,,, P for all m 22. 
roof. Let L bt: iii MOD,, Y, where n = i_I k1’1 S the ki being distinct primes. By 
Lemma 2.4, j!_+ can be written as a union over languages Ej in MODA;, P. But by 
Theorem 2.3, the Li are already in MOD,,, P, and so again by Lemma 2.4, L as a 
union over the L, is in fact in MOD,(,,,, P, because rr( m) = n k,. Cl 
MOD,, P is dosed under union j?w afi m. 
roof Let L, and L2 be in MOD,,, P, where m = n k:‘l, the ki being distinct primes. 
By Lemma 2.4 we can decompose 
L1 = U Ll,i9 L* = U LZ,i 
where Ll+i, L2.i E MOD,n;, P Vi. But MOD,n;, P (being equal to MODk, P by Theorem 
2.3) is closed under union and SO L, u L2 = IJ (L,,i u L2.i) is in MOD,,, P by Leimma 
2.4. Cl 
3. Conclusion 
The relationships among Mod-classes can be divided into two cases: 
(i) F(m) divides k: h t en we proved that MOD,, Pr MOD1, P. 
(ii) n(m) d oes not divide k: for the special case k prime, Beige! [I ] proved that 
there is an oracle A with MOD,: Pf2 G MODk PA. In general no sobution for this 
case is known. But we expect the folicwing. 
If r(m) does not divide k, then there is an oracle A with 
In a sense the relationships between different od-classes coul 
about MODE, P and P but in general negative results in a relativized wasrid 
is a famous open question. 
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